Night
The city of Montreal is well known for its vibrant nightlife. Over the past few years, Montreal's night has been at the centre of pub lic debate in municipal politics, local media, and conversations between business owners and residents. In 2011, the Montreal Association of Business Development asked the city to adopt a nightlife charter (Tourisme Montréal 154) . In doing so, it would be the first city in North America to have such a tool, drawing on the experience of Paris, which hosted a General Convention of the Night in 2010 (Mairie de Paris) , and established a Munici pal Council for the Night in 2014 (Conseil Parisien de la Nuit). Attention to the nighttime economy is also reflected in the Eco nomic Development Plan adopted by the city and by Tourisme Montréal's publication of Vie Nocturne à Montréal (translation: Nightlife in Montreal), a document celebrating the city's night scene (2013) . In 2014, the city undertook a pilot project aimed at extending opening hours of night entertainment venues beyond three in the morning. This project was postponed due to the Que bec Alcohol Board's rejection of the city's proposal to serve alcohol until 5:30 a.m. The Board claimed that the city's pilot project fo cused too much on economy while overlooking issues concern ing public health ("Alcohol"). Finally, and for the first time, some venues obtained the permit to stay open all night during Nuit Blanche 2016. Such strategies contribute to the rising profile of nighttime economies-and the extension of daytime activities into nocturnal territories (Koslofsky) .
For a long time, the night has been left in the shadows by urban planners, architects, politicians, and city dwellers who fo cus their attention on daytime plans and activities (Gwiazdzinski) . However, following the rise of nighttime economies, sleepless societies, and '24/7' cities, the night has received increasing at tention since the 1990s (Crary; Gwiazdzinski and Straw) . Critical engagements with the night as an object of study have shed light upon temporality, rhythms, and links between space and time. But the aesthetics-oriented vocabulary of the scholarly discourse only partially grasps and describes nocturnal experiences through "tools such as meditatives, assonances, homonymy, metaphors, images, and associations" (Galinier et al. 828) . The senses, crucially, are at the centre of the night experience (Gwiazdzinski)-and differ ently than during daylight hours: because vision is limited in the dark, the night destabilizes the hierarchy of the sensorial system. Where vision recedes, other senses become more important in a multimodal ecological perception process (J. Gibson; E. Gibson; Gwiazdzinski) .
1 Touch and hearing, for example, come to the fore front of nocturnal experiences and practices. Consider, for example, the fact that noise is one of the primary causes of urban tension at night. Circadian rhythms and social rhythms collide. Moreover, the night acts on human physiology: darkness induces variations in hormone production, boosting melatonin and reducing blood pressure (Gwiazdzinski 36) . A rhythmic study of the city at night foregrounds the multimodal perception process in an ecological experience of the environment (Diamanti) . Hence, this article asks: how does the night shape our collective experience of the city?
Circadian rhythms and social rhythms collide.
Rhythms
Theories of space have long struggled with the aesthetic dimension of the night, one which is difficult to tame into language. In his late work Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time, and Everyday Life (2004), Henri Lefebvre focused on the aesthetic, bodily, and sensorial ex perience of everyday practices by looking at their rhythms. The rhythmanalytic project does not conceive of rhythm as abstract se quence: rather, it looks at the rhythmic experience of the urban as an immanent, sensorial, and improvisational practice. The analysis of rhythms, whether urban or musical, writes Lefebvre, is always "founded on the experience and knowledge of the body . . . not the anatomical or functional body, but the body as polyrhythmic"
Place des festivals, Quartier des spectacles, 2012. Photo by Eleonora Diamanti (67). According to Lefebvre, the living body is an association of a diversity of rhythms, which he terms "polyrhythmia." Polyrhyth mia is also at the core of multiple nocturnal urban rhythms: "the living-polyrhythmic-body is composed of diverse rhythms, each 'part,' each organ or function having its own, in a perpetual interaction" (80). Following Lefebvre, this article looks at the polyrhythmia characteristic of collective and bodily practices in urban space at night in an effort to understand the complex rela tions between collectivity, movement, and urban design.
The festive and the libertine city
In 2005, the City of Montreal announced a culture-led develop ment plan aiming at building an entertainment-themed district called the Quartier des spectacles. The area is mainly animated during the summer and during the festival season, which runs from June to September. During this time, the entire perimeter is temporarily closed off to traffic, creating a large islet where flânerie and cultural happenings are encouraged.
2 In addition, the project also makes provisions for public space to be used in a variety of art and ephemeral design projects during the other seasons. The rhythmic and seasonal occupations of this particular public space shape the site itself and how it is perceived: from an extroverted and continuous pedestrian zone in the summer, the Quartier des spectacles morphs into an empty, introverted space that is largely subordinated to traffic, punctuated only by specific ephemeral projects, during the remainder of the year.
Nocturnal activities are central to the design of the Quartier des spectacles. It is at night that most of the concerts and festivals take place. But the night has also occupied a key place in the hist ory of the urban area where the Quartier des spectacles sits today, a site of historically diverse and often conflicting activities. The intersection of two major streets is at the heart of the Quartier des spectacles: Sainte-Catherine Street and Saint-Laurent Boulevard. This intersection was the centre of the oldest and most important red-light district in North America during the Prohibition era, and some of its licentious activities survive and continue to oc cur in the present day.
3 Moreover, when night falls, red lights are projected on the sidewalks of this former red-light district: red dots fall along parallel lines, calling up the area's history. However, these dots no longer signal erotic practices; instead, they mark cul tural and artistic venues, and the identity of the new Quartier des spectacles. In an attempt to 're-semantise'-or attribute a different connotation to-the collective memory of the red-light district and its long-contested nocturnal practices, the new urban project has in fact appropriated and reworked some of its visual elements and linked them to its main theme: spectacle. design-based ephemeral light installations to brighten and popu late spaces that would otherwise be empty, dark, and cold. As its name suggests, Luminothérapie offers an antidote to the darkness of Montreal's long nights and cold winters. This kind of urban strategy to lift the dark, cold, and nightmarish dimension of win ter nights with artificial lights and outdoor activities is not new. As urban scholar Franco Bianchini writes: in the 1990s, "the best way of making the night safer for everybody to enjoy was by de veloping exciting urban calendars of cultural events which would encourage people to go out in large numbers" (122). With the Quartier des spectacles urban project, Montreal follows this trend.
However, a close look at the same area at night reveals practic es other than the festive and the libertine-practices that are more socially marginal. The economy of the night features underground activities that are either illicit or simply socially unaccepted (Gwi azdzinski 110). The night offers a refuge from sight, concealment to those who seek not to be noticed or who inhabit public space with non-normative practices. An area of the Quartier des spec tacles is home to a large population of homeless people; the area is also a site of various illicit activities, such as drug dealing and use (City of Montréal 40). That this mixed population is found in quieter, less frequented spaces within the Quartier des spectacles supports the notion that the marginality of space coincides with marginality within urban social life (Serfaty et al. 378) . Following James Gibson's ecological theory of perception, space and bodies reciprocally and mutually interact with each other, creating new meanings and emerging social practices: the environment affords meanings and uses in a continuous, reciprocal relationship with people who inhabit it. In the case of the Quartier des spectacles, the marginal practices described above rely on the same darkness that others perceive as threatening: darkness that municipal initia tives seek to fill with bright lights and events in an effort to create safer-though sometimes less inclusive-places. protests, students contested the decision of Quebec's then Liberal Premier, Jean Charest, to raise tuition fees across the province.
The rebel city
Every day for four months, students began their protest-re peatedly and punctually-in the dark at 8 p.m. at night, enact ing Lefebvre's claim that there is "no rhythm without repetition in time and in space" (6). Students gathered daily (or nightly) at Place Émilie-Gamelin, a public square close to the Quartier des spectacles. Flanked by a small park, the square borders the Université du Québec à Montréal, one of the hotspots of the stu dent strike. The area also serves as a dwelling place for underprivi leged communities.
Night affords the re-appropriation of space and time by collective and bodily practices that inhabit the city in radical ways.
Once again, the aesthetic and affective dimensions of the night shape its political potential. Although the protesters sought political and social recognition, they also worked to avoid atten tion from law enforcement; the protests were targets for the en actment of strict control and repression, both of which are made easier by daylight. Because night corresponds to the temporality of clandestinity and concealment, it allows the emergence of nonnormative practices-that is, the dark obscures marginal practices, hiding them from sight and from daytime control. Night also brings with it a reduction in car traffic and human presence. Night affords the re-appropriation of space and time by collective and bodily practices that inhabit the city in radical ways.
Despite the effervescence that pervaded the city during the strike, the Quartier des spectacles' immense public spaces were largely unaffected by the protests, with the exception of two mass events that were pre-authorized by the Montreal Police Ser vice-events that took place during daylight hours. Thus, while the Quartier des spectacles constitutes a central space and offers the largest gathering place within the city of Montreal's down town area, it failed to incite or attract spontaneous occupation movements such as those that gathered at Place Émilie-Gamelin. The absence of symbols readily available for either détournement or adoption by the protesters (statues, public art works, or archi tectural landmarks) discourages the re-appropriation of Quart ier des spectacles by citizens (McDonough) . 4 In addition, the square's wide-open design-devoid of any obstacles-facilitates vision and, by extension, control and surveillance. Moreover, the only public space within the Quartier des spectacles that is still a vacant lot (the original revitalization project failed) served as an ephemeral hub for control during the strike: it was trans formed into a temporary parking lot for police cars and public transit vehicles that transported police forces and apprehended protesters. During the Maple Spring uprisings, the Quartier des spectacles' centrality, openness, and proximity to an amplified police presence linked it with control rather than alternative spa tial practices. 
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Whereas the design of the Quartier des spectacles privileges light and vision rather than a polyrhythmic and multisensorial mode of experiencing the city, attention to night rhythms and nighttime uses of this public space calls into focus the coexistence of often conflicting needs. A study of the night also brings issues of safety, normativity, and sociability in public space to the fore. To dwell with the collective rhythms of the night is to reflect upon a different way to inhabit public space: as Lefebvre writes, "rhythm enters into the lived, though that does not mean it enters into the known" (77).
Notes
1 American psychologists Eleanor Gibson and James Gibson de veloped an ecological theory of perception based on the idea that our perceptual learning experience is mutually and reciprocally re lated to the environments we inhabit. Information present in our environment is picked up through a multimodal perceptive process, not just a univocal sensorial system. 
